Combo Excelsior Hybrid®: Technical data
5602.301 - 1000 L

Mechanical performances :

1219 x 1016 x 1147
Ext. (mm)
1142 x 935 x 943
Int. (mm)
102
Weight (Kg)
Folded height (mm) 374
Stacked height (mm) 1126.7
70
Folding ratio (%)

Unit load: 1500 kg
Stack load: 6500kg (4/1)
Dynamic load: 3200 kg (1/1)

Lid included, Hybrid bottom discharge

Schoeller Allibert
Returnable Plastic
Packaging Solutions

Features :
• Solid walls
• Reinforced solid smooth base
• 3 runners
• Lid included

Combo Excelsior Hybrid®

Lid: unique features
Durable double-wall lid is
100% smooth, water, dirt
and bug tight

Tamper evidence and
strapping option ensure
safety for high value fluids,
ingredients and cosmetics.

Overlapping the side
latches, the lid ensures
extra safety and
strength to the IBC.
The lid can slide on sides
thanks to the angled end of
lip for improved ergonomics.

The lid features self-locking
latches for easier handling
and extra safety.

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Internal step/lip
preventing walls from
bending inwards in
case of shock.

Please visit our website
www.schoellerallibert.com

In line with its policy of continuous development, Schoeller Allibert reserve the right to amend product specifications described in this
catalogue without prior notice. Most of our products are protected by patent, registered design or copyright. Texts, characteristics,
pictures and plans are not contractual. Created 06/2020.

Easy stacking thanks to
centering blocks in corners
and center of sides fitting
in skids recesses.

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Combo Excelsior Hybrid®: The new standard folding IBC

Safe, hygienic and efficient for food processing, cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries
Upgrade your supply chain
Outstanding performance

Combo Excelsior Hybrid® ensures optimised payload in road and
railroad transportation. Reducing reverse logistics costs and lowering C02 impact thanks to the best folding ratio on the market.

The Combo Excelsior Hybrid® is strong and
durable. Maximum safety when stacked fully
loaded thanks to the T-shaped locking system.
The lid is water-tight, self-locking and
features multiple strap locations.

Improved handling and labor saving
Easily erected and folded by one operator only. The selflocking drop door enables easy access. The bottom discharge
zone speeds up the liner and valve set up and removal. Faster
removal thanks to easy valve release system. The reusable
dustcover ensures bottom discharge protection
against dirt which can be sealed with “one way”

Automated handling
The Combo Excelsior Hybrid® is fully
compatible with most automated
handling systems.

Maintenance
All parts can be replaced, maximizing the life span of
the Combo Excelsior Hybrid®.
Thanks to the patented close up bayonet fixing system,
the skids can be easily replaced.

Customization «Smart» RTP
Multiple identification and tracking
options possible. The bar code labels and
RFID & IOT pockets enable efficient fleet
management.

Combo Excelsior
Hybrid®
Strong, safe and hygienic

The most hygienic and safe foldable IBC
100% safe, easy to clean design from base to lid, no dirt or water
traps, bugs and needle contamination proof. 100% smooth and
double-wall sturdy design increases internal volume and ensures
compatibility with high-speed filling processes. Safe and speed
handling thanks to the fork tine guides on base.

DN50 Valve with adapter

Speedy® valve

Improved bottom discharge zone
Compatible with DN50 with Releasy® clip and Speedy® valve that
goes along with our new Releasy® mechanism. This mechanism
enables much safer and easier handling of the fitment and valve
while significantly reducing the chance of damage.
Usable in temperature
environment from
-20°C up to +40°C

